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Market Headlines
In India Prime Minister Modi ordered a total lockdown of the 1.3bn population for 3 weeks.
Japan made the unprecedented decision to postpone the Tokyo Olympics until 2021.
The Dow Jones surged 11.4%, the largest one-day gain since 1933, as the US Senate agreed a $2tr
stimulus package, which is expected to be voted on today. Described as ‘a war time level of investment’,
it will include sending cheques to millions of Americans and hundreds of billions in loans to businesses.
In Asia, markets followed the US higher, the Nikkei 225 rose 8%, the Hang Seng added 3.8% as the
Shanghai Composite closed up 2.2%. European markets also cheered the agreement, up over 4%, as
financial, retail and travel stocks made substantial gains.
The International Air Transport Association said it now expected airlines globally to lose $252 billion in
revenue in 2020, more than double the previous estimate of $113 billion.

Investments on our buy list
RBS (RBS) – Shore Capital raised RBS to buy today with an ambitious target of 245p.
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Hipgnosis Song Fund (SONG) – Stifel raised the fund to positive from neutral. We have previously
highlighted the defensive qualities of the fund particularly given the increased streaming of music during
the current crisis.
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FTSE 250 index – a 5.6% gain in early trading took its two day gain to 14%, the most on record on an
intraday basis. This is positive most notably for the Franklin U.K. Mid Cap Fund.
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Chart of the day
On Tuesday the Dow Jones Industrial Average rose more than 11% to clock its biggest advance since
1933, while the S&P 500 climbed the most in 12 years.
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Recap of yesterday
UK markets rallied hard and closed over 9% higher. There were some huge bounce backs in beaten up
stocks, of the blue chips Carnival surged 28.3% and Evraz added 20.0%. In the mid caps William Hill
soared 34.1%, Cineworld flew 31.4%, Cairn Energy climbed 30.4% and FirstGroup rose 30.3%.
Dunelm, Mulberry, Redrow and Taylor Wimpey added to the list of companies to suspend dividends in
order to conserve cash through the crisis.
Unilever rose 1.7% as it donated €100m of soap, sanitiser, bleach and food and offered €500m of cash
flow relief to its supply chain, with early payments to smaller suppliers and extended credit to retailers.
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